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Social Computing:
Social Computing Theories: Social 
Capital and Social Influence



Social Capital Focuses on:
• Who knows Whom 
• The Character of these Networks
• The Strength of our Ties
• Levels of Trust
• Levels of Reciprocity



Social capital broadly refers to the resources accumulated 
through the relationships among people (Coleman, 1988). 

Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992) define social capital as “the 
sum of the resources, actual or virtual, that accrue to an 
individual or a group by virtue of possessing a durable 
network of more or less institutionalized relationships of 
mutual acquaintance and recognition” (p. 14).

Social capital is defined as “social networks and the 
associated norms of reciprocity and trust that arise from 
those networks” (Putnam, 2000)





Bonding and bridging social capital 
(Putnam)

Dimensions of social capital

1. Bonding (Putnam)
` Generated by strong ties. Considered essential in every society. Concerns over 

loss of bonding social capital prevalent in related scholarship (see also our earlier 
notes on communities)

` Bonging social capital is the effect of maintaining strong ties

2. Bridging (Putnam)
` Weak ties at play; ‘bridges’ more essential than other weak ties. Complementing or 

making up for loss of strong ties and increasing in importance in modern urban 
societies and CMC

` Bridging social capital is the effect of maintaining bridges

Maintained (Ellison et al.)
` Social capital salvaged by CMC after physical disconnection from offline social 

network (implies some social capital lost by physical disconnection, e.g., move to 
another place for work or study)
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Putnam’s book was controversial 
– he disregarded newer 
organizations and forms of social 
capital



Critics like sociologist Claude 
Fischer said that “Putnam 
neglects the emergence of new 
forms of supportive organizations 
on and off the Internet”



Why is it important or relevant to 
study social capital in this class? 



Dimensions of social capital

1. Bonding (Putnam)
` Generated by strong ties. Considered essential in every society. Concerns over 

loss of bonding social capital prevalent in related scholarship (see also our earlier 
notes on communities)

` Bonging social capital is the effect of maintaining strong ties

2. Bridging (Putnam)
` Weak ties at play; ‘bridges’ more essential than other weak ties. Complementing or 

making up for loss of strong ties and increasing in importance in modern urban 
societies and CMC

` Bridging social capital is the effect of maintaining bridges

Maintained (Ellison et al.)
` Social capital salvaged by CMC after physical disconnection from offline social 

network (implies some social capital lost by physical disconnection, e.g., move to 
another place for work or study)
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The Benefits of Facebook 
“Friends:” Social Capital and 
College Students' Use of 
Online SNS



Summary



H1: Intensity of Facebook use will be positively associated with individuals’ 
perceived bridging social capital.

H2: Intensity of Facebook use will be positively associated with individuals’ 
perceived bonding social capital.

H3a: The relationship between intensity of Facebook use and bridging social 
capital will vary depending on the degree of a person’s self esteem.
H3b: The relationship between intensity of Facebook use and bridging social 
capital will vary depending on the degree of a person’s satisfaction with life.

H4a: The relationship between intensity of Facebook use and bonding social 
capital will vary depending on the degree of a person’s self esteem.
H4b: The relationship between intensity of Facebook use and bonding social 
capital will vary depending on the degree of a person’s satisfaction with life.



Thoughts and additional findings

` Main target audience for Facebook profile seem to be old friends and then 
current friends and acquaintances from immediate environment; but 
strongest results of study are with respect to the effects of weak ties 
(bridging social capital)
` Possible interpretation: users maintain FB pages for their friends and closer circle 

of acquaintances but FB is actually most helpful in the management of weak ties

` FB more valuable in bridging for users with low self-esteem and/or 
dissatisfaction with professional and/or social environment
` Possible interpretation: CMC helps users overcome social or psychological 

barriers to communication
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Ellison et al. use college students as 
participants. How could this attribute 
have affected the findings? E.g., there’s a 
strong case of college students wanting to 
maintain social capital with friends from 
high school. But how does this generalize 
to other populations or settings?



Ellison et al. find that college students’ 
intensity of Facebook use was more predictive 
of bridging social capital versus bonding (46% 
vs. 22% explanation of variance in the data). 

How would it generalize to the FB of today?



Ellison et al. focus on the role of Facebook in 
social capital. Do the findings extend to other 
platforms as well? Give examples of 
bonding/bridging social capital on a social 
media, an online forum, and an anonymous / 
ephemeral site. (Examples in the exercise)



Ellison et al. also found that 
Facebook usage was found to 
interact with measures of 
psychological well-being. How 
does it contrast with the 
perception of today that Facebook 
makes people depressed?



Does algorithmic design impact how 
people derive benefits from social capital? 
E.g., curation of items on the News Feed



Social influence – a critical 
construct of social networks





What is the Tipping Point? 

That magic moment when an idea, 

trend or social behavior crosses, 

tips and spreads like wildfire.







Everyone’s an Influencer: 
Quantifying Influence on 
Twitter



Summary

Figure 2: Three ways of assigning influence to mul-
tiple sources

friends. Having defined immediate influence, we can then
construct disjoint influence trees for every initial posting of a
URL. The number of users in these influence trees—referred
to as “cascades”—thus define the influence score for every
seed. See Figure 3 for some examples of cascades. To check
that our results are not an artifact of any particular assump-
tion about how individuals are influenced to repost infor-
mation, we conducted our analysis for all three definitions.
Although particular numerical values varied slightly across
the three definitions, the qualitative findings were identical;
thus for simplicity we report results only for first influence.

Before proceeding, we note that our use of reposting to
indicate influence is somewhat more inclusive than the con-
vention of “retweeting” (e.g. using the terminology “RT
@username”) which explicitly attributes the original user.
An advantage of our approach is that we can include in our
observations all instances in which a URL was reposted re-
gardless of whether it was acknowledged by the user, thereby
greatly increasing the coverage of our observations. (Since
our study, Twitter has introduced a “retweet” feature that
arguably increases the likelihood that reposts will be ac-
knowledged, but does not guarantee that they will be.) How-
ever, a potential disadvantage of our definition is that it
may mistakenly attribute influence to what is in reality a se-
quence of independent events. In particular, it is likely that
users who follow each other will have similar interests and
so are more likely to post the same URL in close succession
than random pairs of users. Thus it is possible that some
of what we are labeling influence is really a consequence of
homophily [2]. From this perspective, our estimates of in-
fluence should be viewed as an upper bound.

On the other hand, there are reasons to think that our
measure underestimates actual influence, as re-broadcasting
a URL is a particularly strong signal of interest. A weaker
but still relevant measure might be to observe whether a
given user views the content of a shortened URL, imply-
ing that they are sufficiently interested in what the poster
has to say that they will take some action to investigate
it. Unfortunately click-through data on bit.ly URLs are of-
ten difficult to interpret, as one cannot distinguish between
programmatic unshortening events—e.g., from crawlers or
browser extensions—and actual user clicks. Thus we instead
relied on reposting as a conservative measure of influence,
acknowledging that alternative measures of influence should
also be studied as the platform matures.

Finally, we reiterate that the type of influence we study
here is of a rather narrow kind: being influenced to pass
along a particular piece of information. As we discuss later,

Figure 3: Examples of information cascades on
Twitter.

there are many reasons why individuals may choose to pass
along information other than the number and identity of
the individuals from whom they received it—in particular,
the nature of the content itself. Moreover, influencing an-
other individual to pass along a piece of information does not
necessarily imply any other kind of influence, such as influ-
encing their purchasing behavior, or political opinion. Our
use of the term “influencer” should therefore be interpreted
as applying only very narrowly to the ability to consistently
seed cascades that spread further than others. Nevertheless,
differences in this ability, such as they do exist, can be con-
sidered a certain type of influence, especially when the same
information (in this case the same original URL) is seeded
by many different individuals. Moreover, the terms“influen-
tials” and“influencers”have often been used in precisely this
manner [3]; thus our usage is also consistent with previous
work.

5. PREDICTING INDIVIDUAL INFLUENCE

We now investigate an idealized version of how a mar-
keter might identify influencers to seed a word-of-mouth
campaign [16], where we note that from a marketer’s per-
spective the critical capability is to identify attributes of
individuals that consistently predict influence. Reiterating
that by “influence” we mean a user’s ability to seed content
containing URLs that generate large cascades of reposts, we
therefore begin by describing the cascades we are trying to
predict.

As Figure 4a shows, the distribution of cascade sizes is
approximately power-law, implying that the vast majority
of posted URLs do not spread at all (the average cascade
size is 1.14 and the median is 1), while a small fraction
are reposted thousands of times. The depth of the cascade
(Figure 4b) is also right skewed, but more closely resembles
an exponential distribution, where the deepest cascades can
propagate as far as nine generations from their origin; but
again the vast majority of URLs are not reposted at all,
corresponding to cascades of size 1 and depth 0 in which
the seed is the only node in the tree. Regardless of whether



What intuition may explain why large 
number of followers does not 
necessarily imply greater influence?



QUIZ: Which of these Facebook photos went viral?



Large cascades are rare
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